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Plymovent Starter SA-24

With the Plymovent Starter SA-24 
you can operate the fan and lamp 
cartridge from a switch at the extrac-
tor hood.



teChniCAl dAtA
Prod. no. SA-24/75
For one extractor with one fan. Com-
plete with switch assembly.

Power supply: 400/230 v

transformer: 75 W-24 v for one 
halogen lamp cartridge hl-20/24. 
the transformer also controls the 
built-in contactor. the contactor must 
be fitted with relevant motor over-
load (not included).

motor overloads: overloads for instal-
lation inside electrical control boxes 
like eS-90, m-1000, SA-24 and con-
trol boxes for wall mounted filters.

Prod. no:
mS-1.0/2.9 
overload, 1,0 - 2,9 Amp.
mS-3.7/12.0 
overload, 3,7 - 12,0 Amp.
mS-12.0/32.0 
overload, 12,0 - 32,0 Amp.

Plymovent Starter SA-24

Starter SA-24/75-2 connected to two extractors 
(Plymovent lm-2) with one fan and with lights in 
the hoods of the extractors.

Starter SA-24/75 in connection with Plymovent 
extractor Crane uK-4516 with halogen lamp cart-
ridge hl-20/24 in hood and FuK-1800 fan.

the starter is available in two 
models. SA-24/75 for one extractor 
with light in hood and one fan, and 
the SA-24/75-2 for two extractors 
with lights and one fan. the starter 
is mounted to the wall, supplied with 
230/400 v. A. C. and connected 
to the extractor fan. it comes com-
plete with switch assembly for the 
hood, 10 metres of cable, built-in 
contactor and 24 v/75W trans-
former. it has a con tactor which 
operates the fan via a supply of 24 
v. the lamp cartridge in the hood of 
the extractor is connected to the 24 
v transformer in the starter.
•  Increases the use of the extractor. 

the fan start/stop switch and the 
lamp switch are always close to 
operator, therefore con venient to 
use.

•  Energy saving. The operator can 
quickly and easily stop the fan.

•  SA-24 makes the electrical instal-
lation simple.

must be fitted with relevant motor 
overload. 
Prod. no. SA-24/75 or  
SA-24/75-2.

Plymovent offers you a clean working 
environment at the right price.


